Roman Belt (Balteus)
This is a Two-Step Project
1.
2.

The belt is made first, and allowed to dry fully (24 hours, or
use a hair dryer or the sun to speed up the drying)
Then it is painted

Supplies
1. Paper mache paste (homemade recipe or purchased)
2. Newspaper, paper bags, paper, cut into strips
3. Cardboard (tip: use cardboard bottle packing see Step #3)
4. Marker/sharpie
5. Masking tape
6. Scissors
7. Velcro
8. Acrylic paint or spray paint
9. Paintbrushes
10. Hairdryer (to speed drying if you wish)
*Recommend parental supervision for hot glue gun use
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PART 1: The Belt
1. Make your paste
2. Cut paper into strips
i. Cut strips wide, narrow, long, short etc
ii. Cut more strips than you think you
might need

3. I used the cardboard packing from a glass
water bottle cardboard box
i. If you don’t have, just cut slats of your
desired length

4. Cut slats apart, or make your own (these
are about 12” long)

5. Here are 8 slats, you can use more or less,
longer or shorter!
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6. Measure your waist, add another 5” to be
safe
7. Make the belt about 3” thick

8. Cut out the belt

9. Tape the slats to the belt, leaving space at
the ends
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10. Try the fit around your waist and adjust as
you like, as seen here by my trusty
dressform Miss Bianca

11. Now paper mache the two breast plate
pieces and two shoulder pieces
12. Dip a strip of paper into the paste
13. Using your fingers, gently squeeze the
excess off

14. Paper mache everything!

15. Allow to dry fully, 24 hours
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PART 2: Paint it
16. Paint the belt and slats (I used silver
metallic spray paint)

17. Try the belt on and mark it where it meets
18. Affix velcro to both ends an inch in from
where you have marked it

TA DAA! Time to play!
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